Managed Security Services

Get the Exact Security You Need,
Exactly When You Need It.
You never know when a breach could happen, so you need always-on protection.
With 24/7 Managed Security Services from UncommonX, we’ve got you covered.
Our proven end-to-end services are supported by deep human expertise and
driven by our innovative threat and intelligence SaaS platform, BOSS.
From threat protection to compliance, assessments to support, we anticipate
your security needs and provide unmatched digital protection — even before you
realize you need it.

Security & Threat Monitoring

Security Assessments

24/7 Incident Response

Full-Service Tech-Driven Security, at Your Service
Improved Threat Protection: Enables 24×7 visibility of external and internal threats
using BOSS.
Enhanced Security Maturity: Ensures proactive risk management and security
maturity with comprehensive threat intelligence.
Facilities Compliance: Provides enhanced security controls and real-time
information ensuring industry regulations compliance.
Improved Operational Efficiency: More effective monitoring of your environment
identifies where performance can be improved.

Ransomware Readiness Assessment
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Tailor Your Protection with the Services You Need
Our Security Operations Center (SOC) team leverages BOSS to provide the
concierge-level managed services, secure technology, and proven expertise you
need.
Collection and Monitoring of Security Event Data - Our data ingestion engine is
deployed and gathers all necessary security event data.
Security Event Triage and Investigation - Identifies active attacks and hidden
threats before they can do real damage.
Security Analytics and Intelligence - BOSS correlates all security event data for
anomalies and possible compromise.
Incident Escalation - Incidents are escalated to each customer based on their
standard service-level agreement.
Security Assessments - Get a clear view of your organization’s security posture
with a series of assessments.
Incident Response Support - Identifies and fixes the cause of all cyber-attacks,
and then minimizes the damage and costs.
Security Reporting - Sends daily summary reports of event information, including
status reports, tickets open, closed, or escalated.

Ready for the Security You Deserve? Let’s Talk
Talk to our experts today about your specific needs. Call 866-405-9156, email us
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at sales@uncommonx.com or visit us at uncommonx.com.

Ransomware Readiness Assessment
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